1. The determination of the distribution of stress in the neighbourhood of a crack in an elastic body is of importance in the discussion of certain properties of the solid state. The theory of cracks in a two-dimensional elastic medium was first developed by Griffith1 who succeeded in solving the equations of elastic equilibrium in two dimensions for a space bounded by two concentric coaxial ellipses; by considering the inner ellipse to be of zero eccentricity and by assuming that the major axis of the outer ellipse was very large Griffith then derived the solution corresponding to a very thin crack in the interor of an infinite elastic solid. Because of the nature of the coordinate system employed by Griffith the expressions he derives for the components of stress in the vicinity of the crack do not lend themselves easily to computation. An alternative method of determining the distribution of stress in the neighbourhood of a Griffith crack was given recently by one of us2 making use of a complex stressfunction stated by Westergaard.3 This method suffers from the disadvantage that the Westergaard stress-function refers only "to the case in which the Griffith crack is opened under the action of a uniform internal pressure; the stress-function corresponding to a variable internal pressure does not appear to be known.
In the present note we discuss the distribution of stress in the neighbourhood of a Griffith crack which is subject to an internal pressure, which may vary along the length of the crack, by considering the corresponding boundary value problem for a semi-infinite two-dimensional medium. The analysis is the exact analogue of that for the three-dimensional "circular" cracks developed in the previous paper2 except that now we employ a Fourier cosine transform method in place of the Hankel transform method used there. A method is given for determining the shape of the crack resulting from the application of a variable internal pressure to a very thin crevice in the interior of an elastic solid, and for determining the distribution of stress throughout the solid. The converse problem of determining the distribution of pressure necessary to open a crevice to a crack of prescribed shape is also considered. As an example of the use of the method the expressions for the components of stress, due to the opening of a crack under a uniform pressure, are derived and are found to be in agreement with those found in the earlier paper.2 2. We consider the distribution of stress in the interior of an infinite two-dimensional elastic medium when a very thin internal crack -c^y^c, * = 0 is opened under the action of a pressure which may be considered to vary in magnitude along the length of the crack. For simplicity we shall consider the symmetrical case in which the applied pressure is a function of |y| but the analysis may easily be extended to the more general case in which there is no such symmetry. The stress in such a medium may be described by three components of stress <rx, cr" and rxu; the corresponding components of the displacement vector will be denoted by ux and uv. The differential equations determining the stress-components are4
dx dy dx dy
The boundary conditions to be satisfied are that all the components of stress and of the displacement vector must tend to zero as x1+y-tends to infinity, and that
when x = 0 and -cgygc.
It is obvious from the symmetry about the axis x = 0 that the problem of determining the distribution of stress in the neighbourhood of the crevice is equivalent to that of determining the stress in the semi-infinite elastic medium *^0 when the boundary x = 0 is subjected to the following conditions:
(i) rxy = 0, for all values of y,
From the symmetry about the second axis y = 0 we may take as solutions of the elastic equations (1) and (2) 
2 x r" Txy = -) sin pydp.
7T J o These expressions satisfy the equations of equilibrium and the boundary condition (i) above; the function #(p) is determined from the set of conditions (ii). The components of the displacement vector are similarly found to be 2(1 + o) C°° , > cos py ux = -I $(p)e~pI{ 2(1 -a) + px) dp,
tE J o p 2(1 + a) r °° . , sin py uy = --I <£(p)e_,,I{(l -2tr) -px) dp. 
4(1 -a2) rx cos py ux = ~ *(p) dp. 
for the determination of the function /*'(£). Once F(£) has been found, <£(p) can be written down and the components of stress calculated by means of Eqs. (4), (5) and (6).
3. The dual integral equations (12) are a special case of a pair of equations considered by Busbridge;6 the solution may be obtained by substituting a = l, v= -1/2 in the general solution given in the paper.6 In this we obtain
Thus if the pressure p(y) is given by a Taylor series of the form 
(1 -C )cp \ Cp )
Substituting from (19) into Eq. (9) 
giving the normal component of stress along the crack. This stress is negative when v = 0 but becomes positive for a value of y between 0 and c, so that if a crack of this shape is to be maintained the applied stress must be tensile (and very large) near the edges y= +c of the crack. 
in the absence of body forces. It follows from Eqs. (4) to (8) that the stresses and the components of the displacement vector may be derived from the potential functions 4 f *(p) 4 r m U(z) = I e-"'dp, u (z) = -I (1 + pz)e~**dp;
where #(p) is given by Eq. (15) in the case where the applied internal pressure is given by Eq. (14).
6. We now consider the distribution of stress in the solid when the crevice -c^y^c, x = 0 is opened up by the action of a uniform pressure pa-Taking ao=l, an = 0, n>0, in Eq. (15) 
Substituting from Eq. (24) into (4), (5) and (6) we obtain the equations 5(^1+ <rv) = -poc I e~"x cos pyJi(cp)dp,
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